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One Action. A billion transactions.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
AEVI approached FIME to help develop Albert, the world’s first payment terminal product 
based on an Android operating system. The tablet point-of-sale (POS) device provides 
merchants with a complete solution that accepts all standard, PCI compliant payment 
methods. In addition, it offers retailers a dedicated Marketplace for B2B apps, allowing 
them to tailor Albert to their individual needs by downloading, or even developing, specific 
apps to enhance their payment solution offering.  

To develop Albert, AEVI required a partner that could understand and manage the 
complexity of the project and provide the right expertise and knowledge to drive the 
project to completion. In addition, AEVI required support with radio frequency antenna 
design, and the EMV Level 1 and 2 payment terminal kernel development process. 

Supporting AEVI in
the development of
its multifunctional POS

FIME SOLUTION 
FIME provided AEVI with comprehensive development and project management support 
throughout the creation, certification and final rollout of  Albert. In parallel, consultancy 
and engineering were provided during the design of  the radio frequency antenna and the 
development of  the EMV Level 1 payment terminal kernel, necessary to enable contactless 
payments acceptance.

FIME provided Agnos EMV Level 2 EntryPoint Contactless Stack through its well-
established technical partnership with Amadis. The solution covers all major payment 
scheme kernels. An Android specific API was also specifically developed to bridge the gap 
between the EMV NFC card payment acceptance services and the Albert marketplace 
application environment.

FIME also managed the complete testing of the solution, using its range of
qualified test tools to ensure the final product complies with international payments 
standards.

AEVI has developed a unique, open 
ecosystem that brings merchant 
banks and acquirers closer to their 
merchants, and merchants closer to 
their consumer. 

Tomasz Kobylarz
Global Product Manager, AEVI

 Albert is a significant milestone 
in the expansion of cashless 
payment acceptance. We set out to 
revolutionize the POS experience 
but to do that, we needed a partner 
with experience across a range of 
disciplines to support us from the 
start of the project, right through 
to certification and launch. With 
FIME’s support, we have succeeded in 
changing how retailers interact with 
their customers by offering a more 
powerful, open platform which can 
adapt to changing needs and provide 
real-time analytics and business 
insights.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
By the end of  2016, it is expected that over 

100 developers will have designed dedicated 

applications for AEVI’s Global Marketplace and 

conntected devices, as Albert, to enhance 

the merchant experience. FIME will continue 

to support AEVI by vetting the applications 

and providing ongoing consultancy support. 

FIME is also expanding its relationship with AEVI 

to other areas and projects. 
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Myriam Deschamps, Head of Sales, EMEA vendor market at FIME, 
comments: 

Delivering a world first is always exciting and it was extremely 
satisfying to help bring Albert to life. Several companies and 
departments were involved, so we needed to combine a great deal 
of functionality into one handheld device and something like this had 
never been done before on Android. Albert represents a pivotal point 
in POS development; the consumer interface just took a leap forward 
and we’re proud to have been on the front line.

FIME is an EMVCo accredited testing 
services, and qualified test tool, provider. It 
is also an EMVCo Technical Associate and 

member of the EMVCo Board of Advisors. 

To learn more about how FIME can help 
your business, visit www.fime.com

or contact sales@fime.com
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THE CHALLENGE
Bringing Albert to life relied on many complex technologies and the close 

cooperation of  a number of  expert teams. Research and development was 

at the heart of  the project and the technical challenges were unprecedented, 

as integrating such advanced functionality into one handheld device has never 

been done before. In addition, with so many companies and departments 

involved, the logistical considerations were challenging.   

WORKING WITH FIME
Throughout the project, FIME: 

•	Provided	the	right	expertise	and	knowledge	to	understand	the	complexity	
of  the solution.

•	Utilized	its	global	presence	to	provide	local,	on-the-ground	support.
•	Fostered	transparency	and	trust	by	facilitating	the	project	management	

with all stakeholders.
•	Provided	a	well-managed,	collaborative	approach.
•	Anticipated,	identified	and	overcame	challenges	to	drive	progress.
•	Consistently	went	the	extra	mile,	meeting	with	AEVI’s	first	customer	to	

ensure their requirements were met.

AEVI selected FIME because of its:

•	 Expert knowledge and extensive experience 
across contactless technologies. 

•	 Position as a trusted consulting and integration 
testing provider, and ability to deliver key EMVCo 
and payment scheme certification services.

•	 Comprehensive portfolio of  training, expertise, 
testing and technical support services.

•	 Reputation for successfully delivering challenging 
and difficult projects.

As this project was a world first, many of  the 
technical	and	organizational	challenges	were	
unprecedented. It was therefore imperative for 
FIME to be able to be reactive, adaptive and 
flexible,	and	utilize	its	vast	experience	and	expertise	
to successfully bring Albert to life.

MORE AbOuT   
AEVI

whY FIME

AEVI provides a global gateway for secure payment 
transactions together with a marketplace for high-
quality value-added apps and services (VAAS) providing 
new business opportunities beyond payments, which 
enables fast and effective innovation, plus enhanced 
control and flexibility. This combination delivers a 
reduced total cost of ownership for clients.

AEVI works with customers to help them embrace 
collaboration and adopt open solutions that have the 
power to deliver more value and better meet the 
needs of today’s consumer.

In short, AEVI enables businesses to DO MORE. 

YOU CAN CONTACT US
www.aevi.com

@aevidomore 

http://www.aevi.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aevi-int-?trk=company_logo
https://twitter.com/aevidomore

